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Tailored support to SMEs:
findings and recommendations

For a Pro-Youth and Pro-Innovation Sustainable Europe

Supporting SMEs to offer more and better quality apprenticeships

Introduction

About

EUTalent is a project funded by the European Commission and run by CSR Europe and its 12
national partners for the purpose of supporting SMEs to offer more and better quality
apprenticeships. The High Engagement partners – Business Leader Forum (Czechia), FACE
(France), Foretica (Spain), Responsible Business Forum (Poland), Sodalitas & Impronta Etica
(Italy)- have offered tailored support to 100 SMEs to improve their apprenticeships:
Phase I: ex-ante assessment
After the formation of the pilot group (20 SMEs per country), each SME took the online
assessment tool and was provided with a benchmark report, assessing their internal
apprenticeships systems in these 5 areas: Governance, Recruitment, Quality of learning,
Quality of training and Working conditions. In this way (partner) and the SME identified gaps
and areas of improvement and, from then on, they have been working together to improve
their structures for offering quality apprenticeships.
Phase II: tailored support
The support offered to these 100 SMEs has been mainly through:
• Elaboration of personalized Roadmaps to give recommendations based on the benchmark
results.
• A series of webinars to have a more substantial exchange and share good practices.
• 1 to 1 meetings and phone calls to solve doubts in the process and reach their objectives.
• The engagement and active role of key local stakeholders.
Phase III
After the tailored support, a second round of assessments took place in order to check the
improvements done in the SMEs and the impact of the worked done with the pilot group.
Purpose of the baseline report

The present report showcases the results of the first round of assessments of the group of 21 SMEs.
Therefore, the baseline report is focus on the 3 aspects below:

Activities:
Tailored support

Outcomes

Impacts
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The pilot group
Information
Descriptive information on pilot SMEs: sectors…
Most of our small, medium-sized businesses were from the gastronomy and hotel industry, and there
were also representatives of engineering, smithery, optics, electrical engineering, watchkeeping and
others.
The reason for the predominance of the gastronomy and hotel industry is that in this field it is that this
field mostly works with apprentices and schools with engineering. The hotel industry and gastronomy

industry was also most helpful in collaborating and participating in the project.

Results
RESULTS 1st round

of assessments
Average 20 companies (global)
35, 65,0,100,65,30,35,65,0,100,0,65,35,100,30,30,0,65,100,35-755-37,7%
80,80,0,80,47,53,100,53,0,100,0,80,80,73,53,20,53,80,53,53-1138-56,9%
40,72,0,88,60,24,100,24,0,100,0,96,72,80,24,24,52,80,52,24-1012-50,6%
52,88,0,88,16,0,12,80,0,100,0,68,60,80,0,0,0,68,40,28-780.-39%
68,47,0,47,60,87,73,73,0,87,0,80,80,73,87,60,47,80,80,0-1129-56,45%
Average per area

Challenges and Strengths’ Analysis

Countermeasures

RESULTS 1st round of assessments
Analysis, Common Challenges And Strengths
One group of SME´s are without experiences whit
57%
Apprenticeship, for them was main challenge to
51%
Start seriously thinking about apprenticeship
39%
38%
And start to prepare condition for apprentices
in their company. Also search best school for their
Partnership. Most of these SME´s see the problem in Governance Recruitment Quality of
Quality of
Financial a time capacity.
training
learning
& job
transition
Other type of SME´s is whit the experience of working
Whit apprentices. The main problem for them is to
Increase quality of training and learning. Most of these
Companies have their own system in recruitment and labor condition according to the law.

56%

Labour
Conditions

After measure -> identify gaps and take actions

Activities, support given by the national partner:

For Examples: 1 to 1, calls, meetings etc...
Recommendations –
Webinars topics. Best practice – how we work whit apprentices in our company (Chateau Mcely, Daniel
Černý, Denisa Santos-Hotel Duo), how can company tax credit for apprentices, how can be SME´s better in

their quality of learning and training. What are recommendation and also findings from NÚV (National

institute of education). What are the main advantages and challenges of apprenticeship.
Roadmaps – each company received roadmap
Experts: Martina Kaňáková (NÚV), Petr Naske (NÚV), Drahoslav Matonoha (Střední škola Zelený pruh),
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Conclusions and recommendations

Challenges …

The main challenge for our pilot company is to start whit apprenticeship and to be
continuously in touch whit their partners (school). You have to have good partner

for good partnership. For most of SME´s is the beginning very hard because of
the time and money capacity. Small and medium sized company mostly say: “we
don´t have time, money and capacity to look for these kind of partnership”. But on

the other hand they need help and to be in touch whit young next generation.
These project helped and showed how beginners can start whit apprenticeship.

Most of SME´s have agreed on the opinion for a good start, it is very good to have
such a company management that wants to have apprenticeship in their company.
They have however at times proven to be somewhat burdensome on smaller and
medium size businesses.
The main reasons why these companies working whit apprentices are:

•

The company educates potential employees, which will know people and
culture in the company.

•

Young people often bring new fresh ideas into the company.

•

The company prepares a workforce that can replace outgoing workers

•

To support specific industry sector and to young people – CSR point of view

Main challenges:

•

To be more educated how to use and how to benefit from tax credits in their
company. Mostly they didn´t know employers may claim a tax credit for hiring

apprentices
•

Don´t be afraid of administrative burdens.

•

To be more involved in partnership whit the school
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Conclusions and recommendations

Challenges …

The biggest challenge, however, is to improve the quality of learning. This area
was the second latest sector evaluated.

Small and medium enterprises do not have the capacity and the great financial
possibilities to provide language apprenticeships or other soft skills courses to
apprentices. But many apprentices do not even feel interested.

Another great challenge is to improve the quality of instruction from the
instructor's position, which is the responsibility of the pupils during their practice.
This instructor should be carefully trained and highly recommended to go through
the course for practical instruction instructors. These courses are sometimes and
often conditional upon the conclusion of a contract with the school.

A course familiar by an instructor on the basics of pedagogy and behavior
towards the pupils. About this course, provided by the National Institute of
Education is still unknown among employers.

Some employers have a problem, which seems to be very significant, to convince
a worker to become an instructor at all. This person must have not only a praxis in
the field but also assumptions to work with pupils and young people.
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